1. Alternate design may be submitted to MCOE for approval.
2. Ford Y8876-18B (Or 158) x 13 1/4" (1 1/2") or Y8877-18B (Or 158) x 17 1/4" (2") Coppersettlers or equal may be substituted. Coppersetter must have 1" min. diameter bypass.
3. Backflow prevention device specified by Montgomery County Environmental Services will be required at service entrance.
4. All pipe to be K-Copper from main to outlet side of bypass tee (Brass may be substituted for copper on meter assembly or bypass).
5. Plumber to supply all materials unless otherwise noted.
6. Wall brackets and pipe stands required if Pvc is used from outlet of bypass.
7. Field soldered joints are not allowed.
8. Contractor must use Ford adapter or approved equal for reduction from 2" to 1 1/2".
9. No connections are allowed between the meter and the backflow preventer.

Precast Meter Pit for 1 1/2" & 2" Service Lines (for off road use only)